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"friend of wisdom". But "friend" must be interpreted in a strange
way: the friend, says Zarathustra, is always a third person in between
" I " and "me" who pushes me to overcome myself and to be overcome
in order to live (Z I "Of the Friend" p. 82). The friend of wisdom is
the one who appeals to wisdom, but in the way that one appeals to a
mask without which one would not survive, the one who makes use of
wisdom for new, bizarre and dangerous ends - ends which are, in fact,
hardly wise at all. He wants wisdom to overcome itself and to be
overcome. The people are certainly not always wrong: they have a
foreboding of the essence of the philosopher, his anti-wisdom, his
immoralism, his conception of friendship. Humility, poverty, chastity - w e can guess the sense that these wise and ascetic values take on
when they are revived by philosophy, by a new force (GM III 8).
3. The Philosophy of the Will
Genealogy does not only interpret, it also evaluates. Up to now we
have presented things as if different forces struggled over and took
successive possession of an almost inert object. But the object itself is
force, expression of a force. This is why there is more or less affinity
between the object and the force which takes possession of it. There is
no object (phenomenon) which is not already possessed since in itself
it is not an appearance but the apparition of a force. Every force is thus
essentially related to another force. The being of force is plural, it
would be absolutely absurd to think about force in the singular. A
force is domination, but also the object on which domination is
exercised. A plurality of forces acting and being affected at distance,
distance being the differential element included in each force and by
which each is related to others - this is the principle of Nietzsche's
philosophy of nature. The critique of atomism must be understood in
terms of this principle. It consists in showing that atomism attempts
to impart to matter an essential plurality and distance which in fact
belong only to force. Only force can be related to another force. (As
Marx says when he interprets atomism, "Atoms are their own unique
objects and can relate only to themselves" - Marx "Difference Between the Democritean and Epicurean Philosophy of Nature". But the
question is; can the basic notion of atom accommodate the essential
relation which is attempted to it? The concept only becomes coherent
if one thinks of force instead of atom. For the notion of atom cannot in
itself contain the difference necessary for the affirmation of such a
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relation, difference in and according to the essence. Thus atomism
would be a mask for an incipient dynamism.)
Nietzsche's concept of force is therefore that of a force which is
related to another force: in this form force is called will. The will (will
to power) is the differential element of force. A new conception of the
philosophy of the will follows from this. For the will is not exercised
mysteriously on muscles or nerves, still less on "matter in general",
but is necessarily exercised on another will. The real problem is not
that of the relation of will to the involuntary but rather of the relation
of a will that commands to a will that obeys - that obeys to a greater or
lesser extent. " 'Will' can of course operate only on 'will' - and not on
'matter' (not on 'nerves' for example): enough, one must venture the
hypothesis that wherever 'effects' are recognised, will is operating on
will" (BGE 36 p. 49). The will is called a complex thing because
insofar as it wills it wills obedience - but only a will can obey commands. Thus pluralism finds its immediate corroboration and its
chosen ground in the philosophy of the will. And Nietzsche's break
with Schopenhauer rests on one precise point; it is a matter of
knowing whether the will is unitary or multiple. Everything else flows
from this. Indeed, if Schopenhauer is led to deny the will it is
primarily because he believes in the unity of willing. Because the will,
according to Schopenhauer, is essentially unitary, the executioner
comes to understand that he is one with his own victim. The consciousness of the identity of the will in all its manifestations leads the
will to deny itself, to suppress itself in pity, morality and ascetism
(Schopenhauer The World as Will and Idea, Book 4). Nietzsche discovers what seems to him the authentically Schopenhauerian mystification; when we posit the unity, the identity, of the will we must
necessarily repudiate the will itself.
Nietzsche denounces the soul, the "ego" and egoism as the last
refuges of atomism. Psychic atomism is more valid than physical
atomism: "In all willing it is absolutely a question of commanding and
obeying, on the basis of a social structure composed of many 'souls' "
(BGE 19 p. 31). When Nietzsche praises egoism it is always in an
aggressive or polemical way, against the virtues, against the virtue of
disinterestedness (Z III "Of the Three Evil Things"). But in fact
is a bad interpretation of will, just as atomism is a bad
.terpretation of force. In order for there to be egoism it is necessary
or there to be an ego. What directs us towards the origin is the fact
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that every force is related to another, whether in order to command or
to obey. The origin is the difference in the origin, difference in the
origin is hierarchy, that is to say the relation of a dominant to a
dominated force, of an obeyed to an obeying will. The inseparability
of hierarchy and genealogy is what Nietzsche calls "our problem"
(HH Preface 7). Hierarchy is the originary fact, the identity of difference and origin. We will understand later why the problem of hierarchy is precisely the problem of "free spirits". Be that as it may, we can
note the progression from sense to value, from interpretation to
evaluation as tasks for genealogy. The sense of something is its
relation to the force which takes possession of it, the value of something is the hierarchy of forces which are expressed in it as a complex
phenomenon.
4. Against the Dialectic
Is Nietzsche a "dialectician"? Not all relations between "same" and
"other" are sufficient to form a dialectic, even essential ones:
everything depends on the role of the negative in this relation.
Nietzsche emphasises the fact that force has another force as its
object. But it is important to see that forces enter into relations with
other forces. Life struggles with another kind of life. Pluralism sometimes appears to be dialectical - but it is its most ferocious enemy, its
only profound enemy. This is why we must take seriously the resolutely anti-dialectical character of Nietzsche's philosophy. It has been
said that Nietzsche did not know his Hegel. In the sense that one does
not know one's opponent well. On the other hand we believe that the
Hegelian movement, the different Hegelian factions were familiar to
him. Like Marx he found his habitual targets there. If we do not
discover its target the whole of Nietzsche's philosophy remains abstract and barely comprehensible. The question "against whom" itself
calls for several replies. But a particularly important one is that the
concept of the Overman is directed against the dialectical conception
of man, and transvaluation is directed against the dialectic of appropriation or the suppression of alienation. Anti-Hegelianism runs
through Nietzsche's work as its cutting edge. We can already feel it in
the theory of forces.
In Nietzsche the essential relation of one force to another is never
conceived of as a negative element in the essence. In its relation with
the other the force which makes itself obeyed does not deny the other
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not depend on a principle of identity but on one which must, in all
respects, fulfill the requirements of a truly sufficient reason.
Why is mechanism such a bad interpretation of the eternal return?
Because it does not necessarily or directly imply the eternal return.
Because it only entails the false consequence of a final state. This final
state is held to be identical to the initial state and, to this extent, it is
concluded that the mechanical process passes through the same set of
differences again. The cyclical hypothesis, so heavily criticised by
Nietzsche (VP II 325 and 334), arises in this way. Because we cannot
understand how this process can possibly leave the initial state, reemerge from the final state, or pass through the same set of differences
again and yet not even have the power to pass once through whatever
differences there are. The cyclical hypothesis is incapable of accounting for two things - the diversity of co-existing cycles and, above all,
the existence of diversity within the cycle. This is why we can only
understand the eternal return as the expression of a principle which
serves as an explanation of diversity and its reproduction, of difference and its repetition. Nietzsche presents this principle as one of his
most important philosophical discoveries. He calls it will to power. By
will to power "I express the characteristic that cannot be thought out
of the mechanistic order without thinking away this order itself (VP
II374/WP 634*).
9

6. What is the Will to Power?
One of the most important texts which Nietzsche wrote to explain
what he understood by will to power is the following: "The victorious
concept 'force', by means of which our physicists have created God
and the world, still needs to be completed: an inner will must be ascribed
to it, which I designate as 'will to power' " (VP II 309/WP 619). The
will to power is thus ascribed to force, but in a very special way: it is
both a complement of force and something internal to it. It is not
ascribed to it as a predicate. Indeed, if we pose the question "which
one", we cannot say that force is the one that wills. The will to power
alone is the one that wills, it does not let itself be delegated or alienated
to another subject, even to force (VP I 204, II 54; "Who therefore
will power? An absurd question, if being is by itself will to power. . .")
But how then can it be "ascribed"? We must remember that every
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force has an essential relation to other forces, that the essence offeree
is its quantitative difference from other forces and that this difference
is expressed as the force's quality. Now, difference in quantity,
understood in this way, necessarily reflects a differential element of
related forces - which is also the genetic element of the qualities of
these forces. This is what the will to power is; the genealogical element
of force, both differential and genetic. The will to power is the element
from which derive both the quantitative difference of related forces and the
quality that devolves into each force in this relation. The will to power
here reveals its nature as the principle of the synthesis of forces. In this
synthesis - which relates to time - forces pass through the same
differences again or diversity is reproduced. The synthesis is one of
forces, of their difference and their reproduction; the eternal return is
the synthesis which has as its principle the will to power. We should
not be surprised by the word "will"; which one apart from the will is
capable of serving as the principle of a synthesis of forces by determining the relation of force with forces? But how should the term
"principle" be understood? Nietzsche always attacks principles for
being too general in relation to what they condition, for always having
too broad a mesh in relation to what they claim to capture or regulate.
He likes to oppose the will to power to the Schopenhauerian will to
live, if only because of the extreme generality of the latter. If, on the
contrary, the will to power is a good principle, if it reconciles empiricism with principles, if it constitutes a superior empiricism, this is
because it is an essentially plastic principle that is no wider than what it
conditions, that changes itself with the conditioned and determines
itself in each case along with what it determines. The will to power is,
indeed, never separable from particular determined forces, from
their quantities, qualities and directions. It is never superior to the
ways that it determines a relation between forces, it is always plastic
and changing.
10

Inseparable does not mean identical. The will to power cannot be
separated from force without falling into metaphysical abstraction.
But to confuse force and will is even more risky. Force is no longer
understood as force and one falls back into mechanism - forgetting the
difference between forces which constitutes their being and
remaining ignorant of the element from which their reciprocal genesis
derives. Force is what can, will to power is what wills (La force est ce
qui peut, la volonte de puissance est ce qui veut). What does this
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distinction mean? The passage quoted above invites comment on
every word. - T h e concept of force is, by nature, victorious because the
relation of force to force, understood conceptually, is one of domination: when two forces are related one is dominant and the other is
dominated. (Even God and the universe are caught in a relation of
domination, however debatable the interpretation of such a relation
may be in this case.) Nevertheless, this victorious concept of force
needs ^complement and this complement isintemal, an internal will. It
would not be victorious without such an addition. This is because
relations of forces remain indeterminate unless an element which is
capable of determining them from a double point of view is added to
force itself. Forces in relation reflect a simultaneous double genesis:
the reciprocal genesis of their difference in quantity and the absolute
genesis of their respective qualities. The will to power is thus added to
force, but as the differential and genetic element, as the internal
element of its production. It is in no way anthropomorphic. More
precisely, it is added to force as the internal principle of the determination of its quality in a relation (x+dx) and as the internal principle of
the quantitative determination of this relation itself (dy/dx). The will
to power must be described as the genealogical element of force and of
forces. Thus it is always through the will to power that one force
prevails over others and dominates or commands them. Moreover it is
also the will to power (dy) which makes a force obey within a relation;
it is through will to power that it obeys.
11

We have already encountered the relationship between the eternal
return and the will to power, but we have neither elucidated nor
analysed it. The will to power is both the genetic element of force and
the principle of synthesis of forces. But we are not yet able to understand how this synthesis forms the eternal return, how the forces in it
necessarily reproduce themselves in conformity with its principle. On
the other hand, the existence of this problem reveals a historically
important aspect of Nietzsche's philosophy; its complex relations
with Kantianism. Kantianism centres on the concept of synthesis
which it discovered. Now, we know that the post-Kantians
reproached Kant, from two points of view, for having endangered this
discovery: from the point of view of the principle which governs the
synthesis and from the point of view of the reproduction of objects in
the synthesis itself. They demanded a principle which was not merely
conditioning in relation to objects but which was also truly genetic and
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productive (a principle of eternal difference or determination). They
also condemned the survival, in Kant, of miraculous harmonies between terms that remain external to one another. With regard to such a
principle of internal difference or determination they demanded
grounds not only for the synthesis but for the reproduction of diversity in the synthesis as such. * If Nietzsche belongs to the history of
Kantianism it is because of the original way in which he deals with
these post-Kantian demands. He turned synthesis into a synthesis of
forces - for, if we fail to see synthesis in this way, we fail to recognise
its sense, nature and content. He understood the synthesis of forces as
the eternal return and thus found the reproduction of diversity at the
heart of synthesis. He established the principle of synthesis, the will to
power and determined this as the differential and genetic element of
forces which directly confront one another. Although this supposition
must be verified later we believe that there is, in Nietzsche, not only a
Kantian heritage, but a half-avowed, half-hidden, rivalry. Nietzsche
does not have the same position in relation to Kant as Schopenhauer
did for, unlike Schopenhauer, he does not attempt an interpretation
which would separate Kantianism from its dialectical avatars and
present it with new openings. This is because, for Nietzsche, these
dialectical avatars do not come from the outside but are primarily
caused by the deficiencies of the critical philosophy. Nietzsche seems
to have sought (and to have found in the "eternal return" and the "will
to power") a radical transformation of Kantianism, a re-invention of
the critique which Kant betrayed at the same time as he conceived it, a
resumption of the critical project on a new basis and with new concepts.
12

7. Nietzsche's Terminology
We must now fix certain points in Nietzsche's terminology even if this
anticipates analyses which remain to be done. All the rigour of his
philosophy, whose systematic precision is wrongly suspected,
depends on it. This suspicion is wrong in any case, whether this is
cause for rejoicing or regret. In fact Nietzsche uses very precise new
terms for very precise new concepts:
1) Nietzsche calls the genealogical element of force the will to power.
Genealogocial means differential and genetic. The will to power is the
differential element of forces, that is to say the element that produces
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Difference and Repetition
‘It is so wearisome. First you put on your shirt, then your trousers; you drag
yourself into bed at night and in the morning drag yourself out again; and
always you put one foot in front of the other. There is little hope that it will
ever change. Millions have always done it like that and millions more will do
so after us. Moreover, since we’re made up of two halves which both do the
same thing, everything’s done twice. It’s all very boring and very, very sad.’3

However, what good is moral law if it does not sanctify reiteration, above all if it
does not make reiteration possible and give us a legislative power from which
we are excluded by the law of nature? Moralists sometimes present the
categories of Good and Evil in the following manner: every time we try to repeat
according to nature or as natural beings (repetition of a pleasure, of a past, of a
passion) we throw ourselves into a demonic and already damned exercise which
can end only in despair or boredom. The Good, by contrast, holds out the
possibility of repetition, of successful repetition and of the spirituality of
repetition, because it depends not upon a law of nature but on a law of duty, of
which, as moral beings, we cannot be subjects without also being legislators.
What is Kant’s ‘highest test’ if not a criterion which should decide what can in
principle be reproduced -in other words, what can be repeated without
contradiction in the form of moral law? The man of duty invented a ‘test’ of
repetition; he decided what in principle could be repeated. He thought he had
thereby defeated both the demonic and the wearisome. Moreover, as an echo of
Danton’s concerns or a response to them, is there not a moralism in that
repetition apparatus described with such precision by Kant’s biographers, right
down to the astonishing garters that he made for himself, and the regularity of
his daily promenades (in the sense that neglecting one’s toilet and missing
exercise are among those conducts whose maxim cannot, without contradiction,
be regarded as a universal law, nor, therefore, be the object of rightful
repetition)?
Conscience, however, suffers from the following ambiguity: it can be
conceived only by supposing the moral law to be external, superior and
indifferent to the natural law; but the application of the moral law can be
conceived only by restoring to conscience itself the image and the model of the
law of nature. As a result, the moral law, far from giving us true repetition, still
leaves us in generality. This time, the generality is not that of nature but that of
habit as a second nature. It is useless to point to the existence of immoral or bad
habits: it is the form of habit - or, as Bergson used to say, the habit of acquiring
habits (the whole of obligation) - which is essentially moral or has the form of
the good. Furthermore, in this whole or generality of habit we again find the two
major orders: that of resemblance, in the variable conformity of the elements of
action with a given model in so far as the habit has not been acquired; and that
of
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equivalence, with the equality of the elements of action in different situations
once the habit has been acquired. As a result, habit never gives rise to true
repetition: sometimes the action changes and is perfected while the intention
remains constant; sometimes the action remains the same in different contexts
and with different intentions. There again, if repetition is possible, it would
appear only between or beneath the two generalities of perfection and
integration, testifying to the presence of a quite different power, at the risk of
overturning these two generalities.
If repetition is possible, it is as much opposed to moral law as it is to natural
law. There are two known ways to overturn moral law. One is by ascending
towards the principles: challenging the law as secondary, derived, borrowed or
‘general’; denouncing it as involving a second-hand principle which diverts an
original force or usurps an original power. The other way, by contrast, is to
overturn the law by descending towards the consequences, to which one submits
with a too-perfect attention to detail. By adopting the law, a falsely submissive
soul manages to evade it and to taste pleasures it was supposed to forbid. We can
see this in demonstration by absurdity and working to rule, but also in some
forms of masochistic behaviour which mock by submission. The first way of
overturning the law is ironic, where irony appears as an art of principles, of
ascent towards the principles and of overturning principles. The second is
humour, which is an art of consequences and descents, of suspensions and falls.
Must we understand that repetition appears in both this suspense and this ascent,
as though existence recommenced and ‘reiterated’ itself once it is no longer
constrained by laws? Repetition belongs to humour and irony; it is by nature
transgression or exception, always revealing a singularity opposed to the
particulars subsumed under laws, a universal opposed to the generalities which
give rise to laws.
There is a force common to Kierkegaard and Nietzsche. (Peguy would have to be
added in order to form the triptych of priest, Antichrist and Catholic. Each of the
three, in his own way, makes repetition not only a power peculiar to language
and thought, a superior pathos and pathology, but also the fundamental category
of a philosophy of the future. To each corresponds a Testament as well as a
Theatre, a conception of the theatre, and a hero of repetition as a principal
character in this theatre: Job-Abraham, DionysusZarathustra, Joan of Arc-Clio).
What separates them is considerable, evident and well-known. But nothing can
hide this prodigious encounter in relation to a philosophy of repetition: they
oppose repetition to all forms of generality. Nor do they take the word
‘repetition’ in a metaphorical sense: on the contrary, they have a way of taking it
literally and of introducing it into their style. We can - or rather, must - first of all
list the principal propositions which indicate the points on which they coincide:
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1. Make something new of repetition itself: connect it with a test, with a
selection or selective test; make it the supreme object of the will and of freedom.
Kierkegaard specifies that it is not a matter of drawing something new from
repetition, of extracting something new from it. Only contemplation or the mind
which contemplates from without ‘extracts’. It is rather a matter of acting, of
making repetition as such a novelty; that is, a freedom and a task of freedom. In
the case of Nietzsche: liberate the will from everything which binds it by making
repetition the very object of willing. No doubt it is repetition which already
binds; but if we die of repetition we are also saved and healed by it - healed,
above all, by the other repetition. The whole mystical game of loss and salvation
is therefore contained in repetition, along with the whole theatrical game of life
and death and the whole positive game of illness and health (cf. Zarathustra ill
and Zarathustra convalescent by virtue of one and the same power which is that
of repetition in the eternal return).
2. In consequence, oppose repetition to the laws of nature. Kierkegaard
declares that he does not speak at all of repetition in nature, of cycles and
seasons, exchanges and equalities. Furthermore, if repetition concerns the most
interior element of the will, this is because everything changes around the will,
in accordance with the law of nature. According to the law of nature, repetition
is impossible. For this reason, Kierkegaard condemns as aesthetic repetition
every attempt to obtain repetition from the laws of nature by identifying with the
legislative principle, whether in the Epicurean or the Stoic manner. It will be said
that the situation is not so clear with Nietzsche. Nietzsche’s declarations are
nevertheless explicit. If he discovers repetition in the Physis itself, this is
because he discovers in the Physis something superior to the reign of laws: a will
willing itself through all change, a power opposed to law, an interior of the earth
opposed to the laws of its surface. Nietzsche opposes ‘his’ hypothesis to the
cyclical hypothesis. He conceives of repetition in the eternal return as Being, but
he opposes this being to every legal form, to the being-similar as much as to the
being-equal. How could the thinker who goes furthest in criticising the notion of
law reintroduce eternal return as a law of nature? How could such a connoisseur
of the Greeks be justified in regarding his own thought as prodigious and new, if
he were content to formulate that natural platitude, that generality regarding
nature well known to the Ancients? On two occasions, Zarathustra corrects
erroneous interpretations of the eternal return: with anger, directed at his demon
(‘Spirit of Gravity ... do not treat this too lightly’); with kindness, directed at his
animals (‘O buffoons and barrel-organs ... you have already made a refrain out
of it’). The refrain is the eternal return as cycle or circulation, as being-similar
and being-equal -in short, as natural animal certitude and as sensible law of
nature.
3. Oppose repetition to moral law, to the point where it becomes the
suspension of ethics, a thought beyond good and evil. Repetition appears
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as the logos of the solitary and the singular, the logos of the ‘private thinker’.
Both Kierkegaard and Nietzsche develop the opposition between the private
thinker, the thinker-comet and bearer of repetition, and the public professor and
doctor of law, whose second-hand discourse proceeds by mediation and finds its
moralising source in the generality of concepts (cf. Kierkegaard against Hegel,
Nietzsche against Kant and Hegel; and from this point of view, Peguy against the
Sorbonne). Job is infinite contestation and Abraham infinite resignation, but
these are one and the same thing. Job challenges the law in an ironic manner,
refusing all second-hand explanations and dismissing the general in order to
reach the most singular as principle or as universal. Abraham submits
humorously to the law, but finds in that submission precisely the singularity of
his only son whom the law commanded him to sacrifice. As Kierkegaard
understands it, repetition is the transcendent correlate shared by the psychical
intentions of contestation and resignation. (We rediscover the two aspects in
Peguy’s doubling of Joan of Arc and Gervaise.) In Nietzsche’s striking atheism,
hatred of the law and amor fati (love of fate), aggression and acquiescence are
the two faces of Zarathustra, gathered from the Bible and turned back against it.
Further, in a certain sense one can see Zarathustra’s moral test of repetition as
competing with Kant. The eternal return says: whatever you will, will it in such a
manner that you also will its eternal return. There is a ‘formalism’ here which
overturns Kant on his own ground, a test which goes further since, instead of
relating repetition to a supposed moral law, it seems to make repetition itself the
only form of a law beyond morality. In reality, however, things are even more
complicated. The form of repetition in the eternal return is the brutal form of the
immediate, that of the universal and the singular reunited, which dethrones every
general law, dissolves the mediations and annihilates the particulars subjected to
the law. Just as irony and black humour are combined in Zarathustra, so there is a
within-the-law and a beyond-the-law united in the eternal return.
4. Oppose repetition not only to the generalities of habit but also to the
particularities of memory. For it is perhaps habit which manages to ‘draw’
something new from a repetition contemplated from without. With habit, we act
only on the condition that there is a little Self within us which contemplates: it is
this which extracts the new - in other words, the general - from the
pseudo-repetition of particular cases. Memory, then, perhaps recovers the
particulars dissolved in generality. These psychological movements are of little
consequence: for both Nietzsche and Kierkegaard they fade away in the face of
repetition proposed as the double condemnation of habit and memory. In this
way, repetition is the thought of the future: it is opposed to both the ancient
category of reminiscence and the modern category of habitus. It is in repetition
and by repetition that Forgetting becomes a positive power while the
unconscious becomes a
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positive and superior unconscious (for example, forgetting as a force is an
integral part of the lived experience of eternal return). Everything is summed up
in power. When Kierkegaard speaks of repetition as the second power of
consciousness, ‘second’ means not a second time but the infinite which belongs
to a single time, the eternity which belongs to an instant, the unconscious which
belongs to consciousness, the ’nth’ power. And when Nietzsche presents the
eternal return as the immediate expression of the will to power, will to power
does not at all mean ‘to want power’ but, on the contrary: whatever you will,
carry it to the ’nth’ power - in other words, separate out the superior form by
virtue of the selective operation of thought in the eternal return, by virtue of the
singularity of repetition in the eternal return itself. Here, in the superior form of
everything that is, we find the immediate identity of the eternal return and the
Overman.
We are not suggesting any resemblance whatsoever between Nietzsche’s
Dionysus and Kierkegaard’s God. On the contrary, we believe that the difference
is insurmountable. But this is all the more reason to ask why their coincidence
concerning this fundamental objective, the theme of repetition, even though they
understand this objective differently? Kierkegaard and Nietzsche are among
those who bring to philosophy new means of expression. In relation to them we
speak readily of an overcoming of philosophy. Furthermore, in all their work,
movement is at issue. Their objection to Hegel is that he does not go beyond false
movement - in other words, the abstract logical movement of ‘mediation’. They
want to put metaphysics in motion, in action. They want to make it act, and make
it carry out immediate acts. It is not enough, therefore, for them to propose a new
representation of movement; representation is already mediation. Rather, it is a
question of producing within the work a movement capable of affecting the mind
outside of all representation; it is a question of making movement itself a work,
without interposition; of substituting direct signs for mediate representations; of
inventing vibrations, rotations, whirlings, gravitations, dances or leaps which
directly touch the mind. This is the idea of a man of the theatre, the idea of a
director before his time. In this sense, something completely new begins with
Kierkegaard and Nietzsche. They no longer reflect on the theatre in the Hegelian
manner. Neither do they set up a philosophical theatre. They invent an incredible
equivalent of theatre within philosophy, thereby founding simultaneously this
theatre of the future and a new philosophy. It will be said that, at least from the
point of view of theatre, there was no production: neither the profession of priest
and Copenhagen around 1840, nor the break with Wagner and Bayreuth, was a
favourable condition. One thing, however, is certain: when Kierkegaard speaks
of ancient theatre and modern drama, the environment has already changed; we
are no longer in the element of reflection. We find here a thinker who lives the
problem of masks, who experiences the inner emptiness of masks and seeks to
fill it, to

complete it, albeit with the ‘absolutely different’ - that is, by putting into it all the
difference between the finite and the infinite, thereby creating the idea of a
theatre of humour and of faith. When Kierkegaard explains that the knight of
faith so resembles a bourgeois in his Sunday best as to be capable of being
mistaken for one, this philosophical instruction must be taken as the remark of a
director showing how the knight of faith should be played. And when he
comments on job or Abraham, when he imagines the variations of Agnes and the
Triton, he rewrites the tale in a manner which is clearly that of a scenario.
Mozart’s music resonates even in Abraham and job; it is a matter of ‘leaping’ to
the tune of this music. ‘I look only at movements’ is the language of a director
who poses the highest theatrical problem, the problem of a movement which
would directly touch the soul, which would be that of the souls
Even more so with Nietzsche. The Birth of Tragedy is not a reflection on
ancient theatre so much as the practical foundation of a theatre of the future, the
opening up of a path along which Nietzsche still thinks it possible to push
Wagner. The break with Wagner is not a matter of theory, nor of music; it
concerns the respective roles of text, history, noise, music, light, song, dance and
decor in this theatre of which Nietzsche dreams. Zarathustra incorporates the two
attempts at dramatizing Empedocles. Moreover, if Bizet is better than Wagner, it
is from the point of view of theatre and for Zarathustra’s dances. Nietzsche’s
reproach to Wagner is that he inverted and distorted ‘movement’, giving us a
nautical theatre in which we must paddle and swim rather than one in which we
can walk and dance. Zarathustra is conceived entirely within philosophy, but also
entirely for the stage. Everything in it is scored and visualised, put in motion and
made to walk or dance. How can it be read without searching for the exact sound
of the cries of the higher man, how can the prologue be read without staging the
episode of the tightrope walker which opens the whole story? At certain
moments, it is a comic opera about terrible things; and it is not by chance that
Nietzsche speaks of the comic character of the Overman. Remember the song of
Ariadne from the mouth of the old Sorcerer: here, two masks are superimposed that of a young woman, almost of a Kore, which has just been laid over the mask
of a repugnant old man. The actor must play the role of an old man playing the
role of the Koye. Here too, for Nietzsche, it is a matter of filling the inner
emptiness of the mask within a theatrical space: by multiplying the superimposed
masks and inscribing the omnipresence of Dionysus in that superimposition, by
inserting both the infinity of real movement and the form of the absolute
difference given in the repetition of eternal return. When Nietzsche says that the
Overman resembles Borgia rather than Parsifal, or when he suggests that the
Overman belongs at once to both the Jesuit Order and the Prussian officer corps,
we can understand these texts only by taking them
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Difference and Repetition

for what they are: the remarks of a director indicating how the Overman should
be ‘played’.
Theatre is real movement, and it extracts real movement from all the arts it
employs. This is what we are told: this movement, the essence and the interiority
of movement, is not opposition, not mediation, but repetition. Hegel is
denounced as the one who proposes an abstract movement of concepts instead of
a movement of the Physis and the Psyche. Hegel substitutes the abstract relation
of the particular to the concept in general for the true relation of the singular and
the universal in the Idea. He thus remains in the reflected element of
‘representation’, within simple generality. He represents concepts instead of
dramatizing Ideas: he creates a false theatre, a false drama, a false movement.
We must see how Hegel betrays and distorts the immediate in order to ground his
dialectic in that incomprehension, and to introduce mediation in a movement
which is no more than that of his own thought and its generalities. When we say,
on the contrary, that movement is repetition and that this is our true theatre, we
are not speaking of the effort of the actor who ‘repeats’ because he has not yet
learned the part. We have in mind the theatrical space, the emptiness of that
space, and the manner in which it is filled and determined by the signs and masks
through which the actor plays a role which plays other roles; we think of how
repetition is woven from one distinctive point to another, including the
differences within itself. (When Marx also criticizes the abstract false movement
or mediation of the Hegelians, he finds himself drawn to an idea, which he
indicates rather than develops, an essentially ‘theatrical’ idea: to the extent that
history is theatre, then repetition, along with the tragic and the comic within
repetition, forms a condition of movement under which the ‘actors’ or the
‘heroes’ produce something effectively new in history.) The theatre of repetition
is opposed to the theatre of representation, just as movement is opposed to the
concept and to representation which refers it back to the concept. In the theatre of
repetition, we experience pure forces, dynamic lines in space which act without
intermediary upon the spirit, and link it directly with nature and history, with a
language which speaks before words, with gestures which develop before
organised bodies, with masks before faces, with spectres and phantoms before
characters - the whole apparatus of repetition as a ‘terrible power’.
It then becomes easy to speak of the differences between Kierkegaard and
Nietzsche. Even this question, however, must no longer be posed at the
speculative level of the ultimate nature of the God of Abraham or the Dionysus
of Zarathustra. It is rather a matter of knowing what it means to ‘produce
movement’, to repeat or to obtain repetition. Is it a matter of leaping, as
Kierkegaard believes? Or is it rather a matter of dancing, as Nietzsche thinks?
He does not like the confusion of dancing and leapin (only Zarathustra’s ape, his
demon, his dwarf, his buffoon, leaps).

Repetition and Difference
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Kierkegaard offers us a theatre of faith; he opposes spiritual movement, the
movement of faith, to logical movement. He can thus invite us to go beyond all
aesthetic repetition, beyond irony and even humour, all the while painfully aware
that he offers us only the aesthetic, ironic and humoristic image of such a
going-beyond. With Nietzsche, it is a theatre of unbelief, of movement as Physis,
already a theatre of cruelty. Here, humour and irony are indispensable and
fundamental operations of nature. And what would eternal return be, if we forgot
that it is a vertiginous movement endowed with a force: not one which causes the
return of the Same in general, but one which selects, one which expels as well as
creates, destroys as well as produces? Nietzsche’s leading idea is to ground the
repetition in eternal return on both the death of God and the dissolution of the
self. However, it is a quite different alliance in the theatre of faith: Kierkegaard
dreams of an alliance between a God and a self rediscovered. All sorts of
differences follow: is the movement in the sphere of the mind, or in the entrails
of the earth which knows neither God nor self? Where will it be better protected
against generalities, against mediations? Is repetition supernatural, to the extent
that it is over and above the laws of nature? Or is it rather the most natural will
of Nature in itself and willing itself as Physis, because Nature is by itself
superior to its own kingdoms and its own laws? Has Kierkegaard not mixed all
kinds of things together in his condemnation of ‘aesthetic’ repetition: a
pseudo-repetition attributable to general laws of nature and a true repetition in
nature itself; a pathological repetition of the passions and a repetition in art and
the work of art? We cannot now resolve any of these problems; it has been
enough for us to find theatrical confirmation of an irreducible difference between
generality and repetition.

Repetition and generality are opposed from the point of view of conduct and
from the point of view of law. It remains to specify a third opposition from the
point of view of concepts or representation. Let us pose a question quid juris: a
concept may be in principle the concept of a particular existing thing, thus
having an infinite comprehension. Infinite comprehension is the correlate of an
extension - 1. It is very important that this infinity of comprehension be
supposed actual, not virtual or simply indefinite. It is on this condition that
predicates in the form of moments of concepts are preserved, and have an effect
on the subject to which they are attributed. Infinite comprehension thus makes
possible remembering and recognition, memory and self-consciousness (even
when these two faculties are not themselves infinite). The relation of a concept
to its object under this double aspect, in the form that it assumes in this memory
and this selfconsciousness, is called representation. From this may be drawn the
principles of a vulgarized Leibnizianism. According to a principle of difference,
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Beyond Good and Evil
active, therefore –.” Following the same basic scheme, the older atomism
looked behind every “force” that produces effects for that little lump
of matter in which the force resides, and out of which the effects are
produced, which is to say: the atom. More rigorous minds finally learned
how to make do without that bit of “residual earth,” and perhaps one
day even logicians will get used to making do without this little “it” (into
which the honest old I has disappeared).


That a theory is refutable is, frankly, not the least of its charms: this
is precisely how it attracts the more refined intellects. The theory of
“free will,” which has been refuted a hundred times, appears to owe its
endurance to this charm alone –: somebody will always come along and
feel strong enough to refute it.


Philosophers tend to talk about the will as if it were the most familiar
thing in the world. In fact, Schopenhauer would have us believe that the
will is the only thing that is really familiar, familiar through and through,
familiar without pluses or minuses. But I have always thought that, here
too, Schopenhauer was only doing what philosophers always tend to do:
adopting and exaggerating a popular prejudice. Willing strikes me as, above
all, something complicated, something unified only in a word – and this
single word contains the popular prejudice that has overruled whatever
minimal precautions philosophers might take. So let us be more cautious,
for once – let us be “unphilosophical.” Let us say: in every act of willing
there is, to begin with, a plurality of feelings, namely: the feeling of the
state away from which, the feeling of the state towards which, and the feeling
of this “away from” and “towards” themselves. But this is accompanied
by a feeling of the muscles that comes into play through a sort of habit
as soon as we “will,” even without our putting “arms and legs” into
motion. Just as feeling – and indeed many feelings – must be recognized
as ingredients of the will, thought must be as well. In every act of will
there is a commandeering thought, – and we really should not believe
this thought can be divorced from the “willing,” as if some will would
then be left over! Third, the will is not just a complex of feeling and


On the prejudices of philosophers
thinking; rather, it is fundamentally an affect: and specifically the affect
of the command. What is called “freedom of the will” is essentially the
affect of superiority with respect to something that must obey: “I am
free, ‘it’ must obey” – this consciousness lies in every will, along with
a certain straining of attention, a straight look that fixes on one thing
and one thing only, an unconditional evaluation “now this is necessary
and nothing else,” an inner certainty that it will be obeyed, and whatever
else comes with the position of the commander. A person who wills –,
commands something inside himself that obeys, or that he believes to
obey. But now we notice the strangest thing about the will – about this
multifarious thing that people have only one word for. On the one hand,
we are, under the circumstances, both the one who commands and the
one who obeys, and as the obedient one we are familiar with the feelings
of compulsion, force, pressure, resistance, and motion that generally start
right after the act of willing. On the other hand, however, we are in the
habit of ignoring and deceiving ourselves about this duality by means of
the synthetic concept of the “I.” As a result, a whole chain of erroneous
conclusions, and, consequently, false evaluations have become attached
to the will, – to such an extent that the one who wills believes, in good
faith, that willing suffices for action. Since it is almost always the case that
there is will only where the effect of command, and therefore obedience,
and therefore action, may be expected, the appearance translates into the
feeling, as if there were a necessity of effect. In short, the one who wills
believes with a reasonable degree of certainty that will and action are
somehow one; he attributes the success, the performance of the willing
to the will itself, and consequently enjoys an increase in the feeling of
power that accompanies all success. “Freedom of the will” – that is the
word for the multi-faceted state of pleasure of one who commands and, at
the same time, identifies himself with the accomplished act of willing. As
such, he enjoys the triumph over resistances, but thinks to himself that it
was his will alone that truly overcame the resistance. Accordingly, the one
who wills takes his feeling of pleasure as the commander, and adds to it
the feelings of pleasure from the successful instruments that carry out the
task, as well as from the useful “under-wills” or under-souls – our body
is, after all, only a society constructed out of many souls –. L’effet c’est
moi: what happens here is what happens in every well-constructed and


The effect is I.



Beyond Good and Evil
happy community: the ruling class identifies itself with the successes of
the community. All willing is simply a matter of commanding and obeying,
on the groundwork, as I have said, of a society constructed out of many
“souls”: from which a philosopher should claim the right to understand
willing itself within the framework of morality: morality understood as
a doctrine of the power relations under which the phenomenon of “life”
arises. –


That individual philosophical concepts are not arbitrary and do not grow
up on their own, but rather grow in reference and relation to each other;
that however suddenly and randomly they seem to emerge in the history
of thought, they still belong to a system just as much as all the members
of the fauna of a continent do: this is ultimately revealed by the certainty
with which the most diverse philosophers will always fill out a definite
basic scheme of possible philosophies. Under an invisible spell, they will
each start out anew, only to end up revolving in the same orbit once again.
However independent of each other they might feel themselves to be, with
their critical or systematic wills, something inside of them drives them
on, something leads them into a particular order, one after the other, and
this something is precisely the innate systematicity and relationship of
concepts. In fact, their thinking is not nearly as much a discovery as it is
a recognition, remembrance, a returning and homecoming into a distant,
primordial, total economy of the soul, from which each concept once
grew: – to this extent, philosophizing is a type of atavism of the highest
order. The strange family resemblance of all Indian, Greek, and German
philosophizing speaks for itself clearly enough. Where there are linguistic
affinities, then because of the common philosophy of grammar (I mean:
due to the unconscious domination and direction through similar grammatical functions), it is obvious that everything lies ready from the very
start for a similar development and sequence of philosophical systems;
on the other hand, the way seems as good as blocked for certain other
possibilities of interpreting the world. Philosophers of the Ural-Altaic
language group (where the concept of the subject is the most poorly developed) are more likely to “see the world” differently, and to be found on
paths different from those taken by the Indo-Germans or Muslims: the
spell of particular grammatical functions is in the last analysis the spell of
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On the Genealogy of Morality
the even stronger power of hostile and spiteful feelings – and they do it as
soon as they are strong enough – is the setting up of a legal system, the
imperative declaration of what counts as permissible in their eyes, as just,
and what counts as forbidden, unjust: once the legal code is in place, by
treating offence and arbitrary actions against the individual or groups as
a crime, as violation of the law, as insurrection against the higher authorities themselves, they distract attention from the damage done by such
violations, and ultimately achieve the opposite of what revenge sets out to
do, which just sees and regards as valid the injured party’s point of view –:
from then on the eye is trained for an evermore impersonal interpretation
of the action, even the eye of the injured party (although, as stated, this
happens last). – Therefore ‘just’ and ‘unjust’ only start from the moment
when a legal system is set up (and not, as Dühring says, from the moment
when the injury is done.) To talk of ‘just’ and ‘unjust’ as such is meaningless, an act of injury, violence, exploitation or destruction cannot be
‘unjust’ as such, because life functions essentially in an injurious, violent,
exploitative and destructive manner, or at least these are its fundamental
processes and it cannot be thought of without these characteristics. One
has to admit to oneself something even more unpalatable: that viewed
from the highest biological standpoint, states of legality can never be anything but exceptional states, as partial restrictions of the true will to life,
which seeks power and to whose overall purpose they subordinate themselves as individual measures, that is to say, as a means of creating greater
units of power. A system of law conceived as sovereign and general, not
as a means for use in the ﬁght between units of power but as a means
against ﬁghting in general, rather like Dühring’s communistic slogan that
every will should regard every other will as its equal, this would be a principle hostile to life, an attempt to assassinate the future of man, a sign of
fatigue and a secret path to nothingness. –

12
Now another word on the origin and purpose of punishment – two
problems which are separate, or ought to be: unfortunately people usually
throw them together. How have the moral genealogists reacted so far in
this matter? Naively, as is their wont –: they highlight some ‘purpose’ in
punishment, for example, revenge or deterrence, then innocently place
the purpose at the start, as causa ﬁendi of punishment, and – have ﬁnished.
But ‘purpose in law’ is the last thing we should apply to the history of the
50
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emergence of law: on the contrary, there is no more important proposition for every sort of history than that which we arrive at only with great
effort but which we really should reach, – namely that the origin of the
emergence of a thing and its ultimate usefulness, its practical application
and incorporation into a system of ends, are toto coelo separate; that anything in existence, having somehow come about, is continually interpreted anew, requisitioned anew, transformed and redirected to a new
purpose by a power superior to it; that everything that occurs in the
organic world consists of overpowering, dominating, and in their turn,
overpowering and dominating consist of re-interpretation, adjustment,
in the process of which their former ‘meaning’ [Sinn] and ‘purpose’ must
necessarily be obscured or completely obliterated. No matter how perfectly you have understood the usefulness of any physiological organ (or
legal institution, social custom, political usage, art form or religious rite),
you have not yet thereby grasped how it emerged: uncomfortable and
unpleasant as this may sound to more elderly ears,– for people down the
ages have believed that the obvious purpose of a thing, its utility, form and
shape, are its reason for existence, the eye is made to see, the hand to grasp.
So people think punishment has evolved for the purpose of punishing.
But every purpose and use is just a sign that the will to power has achieved
mastery over something less powerful, and has impressed upon it its own
idea [Sinn] of a use function; and the whole history of a ‘thing’, an organ,
a tradition can to this extent be a continuous chain of signs, continually
revealing new interpretations and adaptations, the causes of which need
not be connected even amongst themselves, but rather sometimes just
follow and replace one another at random. The ‘development’ of a thing,
a tradition, an organ is therefore certainly not its progressus towards a goal,
still less is it a logical progressus, taking the shortest route with least expenditure of energy and cost, – instead it is a succession of more or less profound, more or less mutually independent processes of subjugation
exacted on the thing, added to this the resistances encountered every time,
the attempted transformations for the purpose of defence and reaction,
and the results, too, of successful countermeasures. The form is ﬂuid, the
‘meaning’ [Sinn] even more so . . . It is no different inside any individual
organism: every time the whole grows appreciably, the ‘meaning’ [Sinn]
of the individual organs shifts, – sometimes the partial destruction of
organs, the reduction in their number (for example, by the destruction of
intermediary parts) can be a sign of increasing vigour and perfection.
To speak plainly: even the partial reduction in usefulness, decay and
51
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degeneration, loss of meaning [Sinn] and functional purpose, in short
death, make up the conditions of true progressus: always appearing, as it
does, in the form of the will and way to greater power and always emerging victorious at the cost of countless smaller forces. The amount of
‘progress’ can actually be measured according to how much has had to be
sacriﬁced to it; man’s sacriﬁce en bloc to the prosperity of one single
stronger species of man – that would be progress . . . – I lay stress on this
major point of historical method, especially as it runs counter to just that
prevailing instinct and fashion which would much rather come to terms
with absolute randomness, and even the mechanistic senselessness of all
events, than the theory that a power-will is acted out in all that happens.
The democratic idiosyncrasy of being against everything that dominates
and wants to dominate, the modern misarchism (to coin a bad word for a
bad thing) has gradually shaped and dressed itself up as intellectual, most
intellectual, so much so that it already, today, little by little penetrates the
strictest, seemingly most objective sciences, and is allowed to do so;
indeed, I think it has already become master of the whole of physiology
and biology, to their detriment, naturally, by spiriting away their basic
concept, that of actual activity. On the other hand, the pressure of this
idiosyncrasy forces ‘adaptation’ into the foreground, which is a secondrate activity, just a reactivity, indeed life itself has been deﬁned as an
increasingly efﬁcient inner adaptation to external circumstances (Herbert
Spencer). But this is to misunderstand the essence of life, its will to power,
we overlook the prime importance that the spontaneous, aggressive,
expansive, re-interpreting, re-directing and formative forces have, which
‘adaptation’ follows only when they have had their effect; in the organism
itself, the dominant role of these highest functionaries, in whom the lifewill is active and manifests itself, is denied. One recalls what Huxley
reproached Spencer with, – his ‘administrative nihilism’: but we are
dealing with more than ‘administration’ . . .

13
– To return to our topic, namely punishment, we have to distinguish
between two of its aspects: one is its relative permanence, the custom, the
act, the ‘drama’, a certain strict sequence of procedures, the other is its
ﬂuidity, its meaning [Sinn], purpose and expectation, which is linked to
the carrying out of such procedures. And here, without further ado, I
assume, per analogiam, according to the major point of historical method
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affirmation is attained. At one point the Christian priesthood is alluded
to as a “malicious species of dwarves” of “underground ones”...
2
This beginning is remarkable beyond all measure. I had
discovered the only parable and parallel that history has to my own
innermost experience — and so with that I was the first to grasp the
wonderful phenomenon of the Dionysian. At the same time, by my
recognizing Socrates as a décadent, I gave a completely unequivocal
proof how little danger the sureness of my psychological grasp would
encounter at the hands of some moral idiosyncrasy — to see morality
itself as a symptom of decadence is an innovation, a unique event of
the first order in the history of knowledge. How high I had leaped
with both above and away from the wretched flathead-chatter of
optimism versus pessimism! — I was the first to see the essential
contrast — the degenerative instinct, which turns itself against life with
a subterranean vengefulness ( — Christianity, the philosophy of
Schopenhauer, in a certain sense even the philosophy of Plato, all
idealism in its typical forms), as opposed to a formula of the highest
affirmation, one born out of abundance, out of superabundance, a Yeasaying without reserve to suffering itself, to guilt itself, to everything
questionable and alien in existence itself...This final, most joyful, most
excessively-exuberant yes to life is not only the highest insight, it is
also the deepest, the one most strictly confirmed and supported by
truth and science. Nothing is to be neglected, nothing is to be
dispensed with — those aspects of life which Christians and other
nihilists reject are of an even higher order in the ranking order of
values than those which the décadence-instinct might think good and
call good. To grasp this requires courage and, as a condition of that, an
excess of strength: for exactly as far as courage dares to venture forward,
exactly to that degree one approaches the truth. Knowledge, the yeasaying to reality is just as much a necessity to the strong as cowardice
and the flight from reality — the “ideal” — is to the weak, inspired by
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weakness...They are not free to perceive: decadents find the lie
necessary — it is one of their conditions of self-preservation. — He who
not only understands the word “Dionysian” but understands himself in
the word “Dionysian” needs no refutation of Plato or Christianity —
he smells the putrefaction...
3
To what extent I discovered the concept of “tragic” and with it
precisely the final knowledge about the psychology of tragedy I have
last expressed in The Twilight Of The Idols: “The yea-saying to life, even
to its strangest and hardest problems; the will to life, rejoicing over its
own inexhaustibility in the sacrifice of its highest types — that is
what I called Dionysian, that is what I understood as the bridge to the
psychology of the tragic poet. Not to be free of fear and pity, not to
purge oneself of a dangerous emotion through a vehement discharge
— thus Aristotle misunderstood it — : but to be above and beyond
fear and pity, to be oneself the eternal joy of Becoming itself — that joy
which also includes the joy in destroying...”In this sense I have the right
to regard myself as the first tragic philosopher — that is to say, the
ultimate antithesis and antipode to a pessimistic philosopher. Before
me this transposition of the Dionysian into a philosophical pathos did
not exist: the tragic wisdom was absent — I have searched in vain for
signs of it even among the great Greek philosophers, those who lived in
the two centuries before Socrates. I still had some doubt about
Heraclitus, in whose presence I feel warmer and happier in general than
anywhere else. The affirmation of flux and destruction, the decisive
element in a Dionysian philosophy, the yea-saying to contradiction
and strife, the notion of Becoming, along with the radical rejection of
even the concept, “Being” — therein I am forced to recognize in any
event that which is closest to me of all that has previously been
thought. The doctrine of the “Eternal Recurrence,” that is, of the
unconditional and endlessly repeating circulation of all things — this
doctrine of Zarathustra’s could possibly in the end also have been
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taught by Heraclitus. At least the Stoics, who derived all their
fundamental ideas from Heraclitus, possessed traces of it.
4
Out of this book speaks a tremendous hope. In the end I lack
every reason for taking back the hope of a Dionysian future for music.
Let us look a century ahead, let us suppose that my attempt on two
thousand years of anti-nature and human defilement were to succeed.
That new party of life, which would take up the greatest of all tasks,
the higher breeding of mankind, including the pitiless annihilation of
all degenerates and parasites, will make possible again that excess of life
on earth from which the Dionysian condition must rise again as well. I
give promise of a tragic age: the highest art in life affirmation, the
tragedy, will be reborn when mankind has put behind it the
consciousness of the hardest but most necessary wars without suffering
from it...A psychologist might yet add that what I heard of Wagner’s
music had nothing whatsoever to do with Wagner; that when I
described Dionysian music I described that which I had heard — that
instinctively I had to translate and transfigure everything into the
new spirit I carried within me. The proof for that, as strong as any proof
can be, is my essay “Wagner in Bayreuth”: in all the psychologically
decisive passages the conversation is only about me — one may
unhesitantly put down my name or the word “Zarathustra” wherever
the text has the word Wagner. The whole picture of the dithyrambic
artist is a picture of the pre-existent poet of Zarathustra, sketched with
abysmal profundity and without even touching for a moment on the
Wagnerian reality. Wagner himself had an inkling of this; he did not
recognize himself in the essay. In the same way “the idea of Bayreuth”
was transformed into something which may not be a puzzling idea to
those who know my Zarathustra: into that great noontide, when the
most select ones dedicate themselves to the greatest of all tasks —
who knows? The vision of a festival which I will yet live to see...The
pathos of the first pages is world-historical; the look spoken of on page
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